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Source of resources

▪

The Key - Reading Deep Dive

▪

Reading – Deep dive (from Facebook page for leaders)

▪

You Tube

▪

Letters and Sounds click here
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“Early reading is a moral imperative and a central plank of social justice.”

Amanda Spielman
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A “Ambition for all”
The school <Headteacher/ leaders>
is determined that every pupil will
learn to read, regardless of their
background, needs or abilities. All
pupils, including the weakest
readers, make sufficient progress to
meet or exceed age-related
expectations
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Top Level view
In a nutshell how do you ensure that the teaching of early
reading is prioritised?
▪

Is there ambition for all?
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

Regardless of ability; background or barriers to learning?
How is this manifested?

Ambition for nigh on 100% to reach phonics expected standards (Nat Av not ambitious
enough!) (Exceptions)
How does reading fit with the wider curriculum?
Do leaders instill a sense of urgency in teaching for the lowest 20% to become fluent
readers?
What is the leaders view of the ‘reading culture’ across the school? Is it priority?
Headteacher/ English lead – do they give a compelling vision for reading?
From Year 3 and above – how do you ensure pupils continue to improve their reading
accuracy and gain fluency in reading?
What happens to those who still have gaps in phonics?
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Activity
▪ How do you know you have a
rich culture of reading in your
school?
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Reading Corner
▪

Not a preferred
style

▪

Some schools
absolutely shy
away from
theme!
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B “Beauty of books”
stories, poems, rhymes and nonfiction are chosen for reading to
develop pupils’ vocabulary, language
comprehension and love of reading.
Pupils are familiar with and enjoy
listening to a wide range of stories,
poems, rhymes and non-fiction
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Love of reading

Leaders:
▪ How often do teachers read to children?
▪ How do you support teachers to ensure story times are engaging?
▪ How do you select the books that you are going to read to children?
▪ How do you decide the stories children get to know inside out?
▪ How do you get parents to love reading to their children?
Teachers:
▪ Which books have you enjoyed reading to your children recently?
▪ Why have you chosen that book?
Pupils:
▪ Can you show me your favourite books? What makes this one your favourite?
▪ Do you take it home to read/share? (if learning to read).
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Activity
Considerations
▪
▪
▪

▪

▪

What is the quality of story telling?
Do staff share their good practice?
Are teaching staff in KS2 confident in
reading with a child; closing gaps
with phonics; teaching reading
fluency?
How broad are the authors that the
children are exposed to – beyond
David Walliams Ann Fine etc
Choice of text:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Curricular - English
Cross curricular
Wider curriculum including PSHE
Non fiction
Poetry etc
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C “Content; programme
and progression”
the school’s phonics programme matches
or exceeds the expectations of the
national curriculum and the early learning
goals. The school has clear expectations of
pupils’ phonics progress term-by-term,
from Reception to Year 2
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Programme and progression
(link reading to writing where appropriate)
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Leaders:
I see that your PSC score are X I’d like to explore how your programme allows you to achieve this year after
year. (or if PSC is below 95%) What plans do you have to improve this year1 PSC next year?
Let’s look at some of the elements for word reading and spelling from the national curriculum.
Fidelity to scheme – how is this consistently achieved?
How do you ensure that all children
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

remember the sound for letters, digraphs, trigraphs,(mnemonics, repetition);
blend the sounds into words;
read exception words;
learn correct letter formation
learn how to spell?

Could you tell me what you want your children to learn - term by term - so that they meet the PSC standard
by the end of year 1?
How much time do children spend learning phonics, reading and writing?
What do you do to ensure that children continue to make progress in reading accuracy and fluency in Year 2
and beyond?
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What are your expectations?
▪

End of Nursery
▪
▪
▪

▪

End of Reception
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Autumn
Spring
Summer

Autumn
Spring
Summer

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
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Key points
▪

Pronunciation correctly!
▪

▪

Use of mnemonics grapheme/ phoneme recognition
▪
▪
▪

▪

No ‘shwa’
Phoneme - There are 44 phonemes in the English language, it means the smallest amount of sound.
They can be put together to make words.
Grapheme - A grapheme is a way you write a phoneme. For example “sh” is a phoneme sound, but it’s
made up of two letters, meaning it’s also a grapheme due to the breaking down of that sound into
letters.
Mnemonics (memory aids) have proved very useful in helping young children remember letters. The
best mnemonics are multi-sensory; they conjure up the shape and the sound of the letter. The letter ‘s’
is an excellent example.
• It begins the word 'snake'. • It looks like a snake.
• It represents a snake-like sound.
• The hand, when writing it, makes a writhing, snake-like movement

English Hub
▪

http://www.lsenglishhub.org.uk/
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English Hub team
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D “Direct match”
the sequence of reading books shows a
cumulative progression in phonics
knowledge that is matched closely to the
school’s phonics programme.
Teachers give pupils sufficient practice in
reading and re-reading books that match
the grapheme-phoneme
correspondences they know, both at
school and at home
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Direct Match
Leaders:
▪ How do you ensure that children’s reading books help them practise the sounds that they have
learned?
▪ How do children increase their reading fluency?
▪ Which books do children take home to read?
▪ How often do children change these books?
▪ How do parents listen to their children read these books?
▪ Activity in inspection
▪
▪

▪

Reading with a child
Watching a member of teaching staff reading with the child

Reading books
▪
▪
▪

Known one read in school at correct Phonic set
Unknown one at correct Phonic set
Chosen Library book that could be read to the child
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Matching books to Phonic sets

▪

Fidelity to scheme

▪

Books must match phonic set
to aid automaticity

▪

Enable pupils to practice the
phonemes taught in school
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E “Early start…”
reading, including the teaching of
systematic, synthetic phonics, is
taught from the beginning of
Reception which pupils are familiar.
The length of time a pupil has
attended the school should be taken
into consideration.
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Early Start

Reception teacher:
▪ How soon after admission does teaching start?
▪ Is it taught daily and directly?
▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

In groups or whole class
What happens to those in danger of falling behind?

When do you start to teach children letter - sound correspondences?
How many sounds will your children be able to read at the end of each term?
We are now at (reference point to the time of year)
▪
▪
▪
▪

Where are the children up to?
Which children are not at this point? (Check arrival points)
It would be lovely to see what they do know.
Would you be able to show me?
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Rose Review

▪

Figure 1 on Page 41

▪

Summary 129. In sum, distinguishing the key features associated with word
recognition and focusing upon what this means for the teaching of phonic work
does not diminish the equal, and eventually greater, importance of developing
language comprehension.

▪

This is because phonic work should be time limited, whereas work on
comprehension continues throughout life.

▪

Language comprehension, developed, for example, through discourse and a wide
range of good fiction and non-fiction, discussing characters, story content, and
interesting events, is wholly compatible with and dependent upon introducing a
systematic programme of high quality phonic work at an appropriate time as
advocated by this review.

▪

130. Apart from teaching phonic work systematically and discretely for short
periods of time, the best practice also took advantage of opportunities to
reinforce aspects of phonic knowledge and skills throughout the curriculum. The
most obvious examples of this were when teachers encouraged children to apply
their developing decoding and encoding skills to the reading and writing of fiction
and nonfiction in work across the curriculum. This interplay of phonic work within
the wider curriculum was a strong feature of good teaching: it helped children to
see the purpose of phonic work as they reinforced their developing skills by
applying them to worthwhile and interesting curricular content
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F “Falling behind”
the ongoing assessment of pupils’
phonics progress is sufficiently
frequent and detailed to identify
any pupil who is falling behind
the programme’s pace. If they do
fall behind, targeted support is
given immediately
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Falling behind
Leaders:
•

How do you know which children are not on track with the pace of the school’s phonics programme?

•

How quickly so you spot children not keeping up?

•

What support is in place to let these children catch up quickly?

•

What do you do to make sure new children catch up if they are behind their peers?

Teachers:
•
▪

How do you spot children who are not keeping up with the pace of your phonics/reading
programme? What support is in place to help these pupils keep up with their peers
How do you know which children are not on track with the pace of the school’s phonics programme?

▪

How quickly do you spot children not keeping up with the phonics programme?

▪

What support is in place to help these pupils catch up quickly?

▪

What support is in place for those that join later on / those with EAL?
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Discussion

▪

What is your mechanism for identification?

▪

How do you decide intervention?

▪

How do you monitor intervention?
▪
▪

Length of time
What are your key metrics for checking?

▪

Who leads the group with the biggest gap?

▪

If a teaching assistant takes a group how is the assessment for learning fed
back?

▪

What is their expertise?

▪

Key stage 2 – what do you do in Years 3 – 6?
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G “Gurus/ expertise”
"Reading is the one ability that, once set in motion, has the
capacity to feed itself, to grow exponentially, producing a base
from which the possibilities are infinite."
Michael Morpurgo

the school has developed
sufficient expertise in the
teaching of phonics and reading.
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Expertise

▪

How do you make sure staff develop the necessary expertise to teach children
to read?

▪

How do you know that all staff have the same knowledge and skills?

▪

Are all staff confident teaching reading and phonics?

▪

What additional training is given to staff who provide support to the weakest
readers?

▪

Use of English Hub and any local training
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Context of pupils

▪

Across the Deep Dive, consideration is given to the children who are in the
lowest 20%

▪

Do you track how many SEND and PP parents attend your workshops?

▪

How do you remove barriers to attendance?
▪
▪

What is your school’s approach do you do personal invitation?
Modelling good reading
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Good practice
Finham Primary
SS Peter and Paul - 13 stories
▪

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRZ9kDYLd5w_48QOlBcdJ
Qg

Keresley Grange – Story telling school
▪

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tvKOA1IMYg

Joseph Cash – Cashanory
▪

https://www.josephcashprimary.com/Learning/Cashanorey/

You Tube
▪

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=story+telling
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To do list…
▪
▪
▪

In every year group lowest 20% - are your best teaching staff
teaching those with greatest gain to make?
What reading opportunities are there across the curriculum?
Consideration of PP pupils –
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪
▪

That is why improving early reading is a moral imperative and a central
plank of social justice.

Book profile in classrooms and across school
Quality of library – audit and replenishment
Catch up KS2 – be clear on approach
What is our ‘reading culture’?
Is reading explicit in our Improvement plan and School Self
evaluation?
Reading workshops – do we engage enough with parents?
Storytime- is it of high quality and varied
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